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Synopsis: This paper presents the solutions of the governing differential equations of motion
based on Reddy's third-order shear deformable plate theory. The application of the differential
operator method to the coupled governing equations of an orthotropic, plate results in the uncoupled
wave equation which is an eighth-order partial differential equation. For the case of transversely
isotropic and isotropic plates, the wave equation for an orthotropic plate may be resolved into two
independent wave equations, Le. one is a second-order differential equation and the other is a sixth-
order one.
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1. Introduction
The classical thin plate theory disregards the effect of shear deformation on the plate flexure, and
thus the thin plate theory underestimates plate deflections and overestimates plate natural frequencies
when the thickness of the plate is large compared to the other dimensions. The pioneering developments
to include the effect of sh'ear deformation and/or normal stress were made by Reissner [1] in 1945 and
Mindlin [2] in 1951. Since then, their refined plate theories currently recognized as the first-order plate
theory have been further developed to various higher-order plate theories by many researchers [3, 4].
Moreover, the higher-order shear deformable plate theories for laminated composite structures have also
been extensively developed in recent year for reasons of high ratios of elastic modulus to shear modulus
of composite materials [5]. Most of higher-order plate theories are based on the assumed displacement
field which accounts for higher-order variations of strains through the plate thickness. Even if the
governing differential equations could be derived from such the accurate displacement field, however, it
becomes very difficult to obtain analytical solutions for the plate with various kinds of boundary
conditions except for the plate with all edges simply supported. Therefore, the displacement function
that uncouples the coupled governing equ&tions is required to analyze a wide variety of boundary value
problems of the plates.
Among the various higher-order plate theories available at present, iReddy's third-order plate theory
[6,7] is a notable one. This theory is based on the assumed displacement field expressed by the
deflection and two rotations and accounts not only for transverse shear strains, but also for a parabolic
variation of the transverse shear strains through the plate thickness. Thus this theory satisfies the
conditions of zero transverse stresses on the top and bottom surfaces of the plate. Present paper is
concerned with the wave equations and displacement functions of Reddy plate. The differential
operator method [8] is applied to obtain the solutions of the coupled governing differential equations of
motion. As a result the uncoupled, eighth-order differential equation for the displacement function is
derived for an orthotropic plate.
2. Wave Equation for Orthotropic Plates
2.1 Equations of motion
The coordinate system of the rectangular plate considered herein is shown in Fig. 1. When we denote
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the projections of the displacement of a point (x,y,z) on the axes as u (x,y,Z,t), u (x,y,z,t) andu (x,y,Z,t),
x y z
the assumed displacement field of Reddy's third-order shear deformable plate theory [6,7] may be
written as
U =u+z[IfI-~(~)2 (IfI+ aw )]x x 3 h x ax '
u =v+z[ tY. -~ (~)2 (tY. + aw )],
Y Y 3 h y ay
uz=w, (1)
where u(x, y, t), v(x, y, t) and w(x, y, t) are the displacements of a point (x, y) on the middle plane of the
plate; 1/Ix(x, y, t) and 1/Iy(x, y, t) are the rotations of a line element initially normal to the middle plane
about the y and x axes, respectively; h is the plate thickness; and t is the time.
x
z
Fig. 1 Coordinate system
The assumed displacement field, constitutive equations of the orthotropic plate, and principle of
virtual work lead to the governing equations for the plate bending problem [6,7] in the following matrix
form:
L ll L I2 L I3 W -q
L21 L22 L23 11'.'( = 0 , (2)
L31 L32 L33 lily 0
where q(x, y, t)denotes the exter.nal surface load and L.. are the differential operators w"ith constant
I)
..coefficients given by
L - a4 a4 a4 a2 a2 ( n2_ ) a2II-al-+a2 +a3-+a4-+aS-+ m7v m1-,ax4 ax2ay2 ay4 ax2 ay2 af
_ a (a2 a2 a2 ) _ a (a2 a2 a2 )L I2-- a6-+a7-+a4-mS-' L I3--a a7-+a g-+as-ms-'ax ax2 ay2 af y ax2 ay2 at-
_ _ _ a2 a2 _ _ a2 _ a2L21 - L 12 , L22-a9-+alO-- a4 m3-, L23-a ll --,a~ ay2 at- axay
L - L L - L L =a L+a £-a -m .L (3)
31-- 13' 32- 23' 33 10 ax2 12 ay2 5 3 af '
in which coefficients a. are related to the rigidities D .. of the orthotropic plate according to
I lj
1 2 1 32
a 1=--Dll , a2=--(DI2+2D66)' a3=--D22, a4=--Dss'21 21 21 5h2
a =~D a =~D a =~(D +2D) a =~D
s 5h2 44' 6 105 ll' 7 105 12 66 ' g 105 22'
. .68 68 68 68
a9=10S DII' a 1o=10S D66' all=10S(D12+D66)' aI2=lOSD22' (4)
The plate rigidities are defined by use of usual notations for Young's moduli Ex, Ey ; shear moduli
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(5)
(6)
v E h3D xy y
12 12(I-v v )'
xy yx
G h3D =_xz_.
55 12
E h3
D 22 12(1 ~ v v ) ,
xy yx
G h3D =_yz_
44 12'
G ,G ,G ; and Poisson's ratios v , v , as follows:
.xy yz Xl. x)' }'X
E h3
D 11 12(1~V v ) ,
xy yx
G h3D - xy
66 12( 1- v v ) ,
xy yx
Furthermore, coefficients m. in Eq. (3) are represented by the inertias I. as, ,
mt=/1,· m3=/3- 3~2/s+(3:2 J/7, ms=3:2 (/s- 3:2[7). m7=(3:2 J/7,
where the inertias I. are defined with the mass density p by
1
h/2
(11' 13, Is, 17) = f P (1, Z2, Z4, z6)dz.
-h/2
(7)
From Eqs. (6) and (7), m i are reduced to
h - 17 h3m1=p, m3- 315 p ,
4m =__ph3
5 315 ' (8)
2.2 Solution procedure
The governing equation (2) is coupled partial differential equations with constant coefficients. Thus
we can use the differential operator method [8] to derive the solutions w, l/f. and 11' , and then they are
x y
given by
w=MIIl/J, lfIx=MI2 l/J, lfIy =MI3l/J, (9)
where MI' (j= 1 , 2,3) are cofactors to the elements LI.of the determinant (L ..) and are given as
~ ) lj
Mil=L22L33-L23L32,
MI2=L23L31-L2IL33'
M13=L2IL32-L22L31. (10)
The potential function l/J is determined from
det (L..)l/J=-q. (11)
I)
Upon expanding the cofactors MIl' M12and M13 , the explicit expressions for the deflection and two
rotations of Eq. (9) are obtained in the forms:
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(12)
(13)
+m3mS ~~ -(m3{/065 [(DI2+2D66) ~~ +D22 ~;2 ]+ ::2 D44 }
+m {~[(D -D -D )£+D L]-.E:...D })..Q:... TIA\
5 105 II 12 66 ax2 66 ay2 5h2 55 af U'r·
to find the following fundamental equation of eighth-order for theFurther det (L..) is expanded
lJ
potential function ljJ :
Ll¢+m3[(m3m7-m~)V2-mlm3] a6¢ -[m3(m7V2-ml)L2-m~L3-m~L4-2m3msLs] a4¢ar at
2 a2ljJ_+[(m7\l -m1)L6-m3L7-2m5Ls]----q,af
where
\l2=£+L (14)
ax2 ay2
is the Laplacian and L; (i= 1-8) are the differential operators expressed by
L =b L+b as. +b a8 +b as +b L
I 1 ax8 2 ax6ay2 3 ax4ay4 4 ax2ay6 5 ayS
+b L+b a
6
+b a
6
+b L+b L+b a
4
+b L
6ax6 7 ax4ay2 s ax2ay4 9 ay6 10 ax4 11 ax2ay2 12 ay4 '
_ a2 a2L2-C1-+C2-+C3 ,ax2 ay2
L =d L+d a4 +d L+d L+d L
3 1 ax4 2 ax2ay2 3 ay4 4 ax2 5 ay2'
L =e L+e a
4
+e L+e L+e L
4 1 ax4 2 ax2ay2 3 ay4 4 ax2 5 ay2'
L -f, a4 f a4 f a4 f a2 fc a2- -+. + -+ -+-
5 1 ax4 2 ax2ay2 3 ay4 4 ax2 5 ay2'
L -p a4 +p a4 +p a4 +p a2 +p a2 +p
6- 1 ax4 2 ax2ay2 3 ay4 4 ax2 5 ay2 6'
L =q L+q a
6
+q a
6
+q L + a4 + a4 + a4 + (a2 + a2 )
7 1 ax6 2 axtai 3 ax2ay4 4 ay6 qs ax4 q6 ax2ay2 q7 al qg ax! ai'
L=rL+r a
6
+r a
6
+rL+rL+r a
4
+r L +r (L+L} (15)
8 1 ax6 2 ax4ay2 3 ax2ay4 4 ay6 5 ax4 6 ax2ay2 7 ay4 8 ax2 ay2
in which coefficients b, c i ' etc., are given as follows:
b 5,712 D2 D b - 5,712 D (D D D2 4D2 )
I 1053 11 66' 2-- 105 3 11 11 22- 12+ 66'
b3 1:~~~4 [D12(D12+2D66)2_DllD22(DI2+3D66)]' b4=- ~'~~; D2iDllD22-Di2+4D~6)'
bs- 5,712 D;P66' b6- 128 Dll(DllD44+85DsP66)'1053 2,625 h2
b7- 2,~~:h2 [D44Dll(2D12+89D66 )+Dss(85D 1P22-84D~2 -166D1P66+4D~6)]'
bg- 2,~~:h2 [DSP2/2D I2+89D66 )+D4/85D 1P22-84D~2 -166DIP66+4D~6)]'
128 (32 )2b9 2 D22(D22D55+85D44D66)' b lO=- -- DIID44D55'2,625h 5h2
b11 =-2 (E-)2D44Dss(D12+2D66)' b 12=-( 32 )2D2P44Dss; . (16)5h 2 5h 2
68 68 32
c1= 105 (Dll +D66), c2= 105 (D22+D66), c3=- 5h2 (D44+Dss); (17)
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(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
3. Wave Equation for Transversely Isotropic Plates
We next consider the case of a transversely isotropic plate with the plane of isotropy parallel to the
middle plane of the plate. Using the relations E =E =E, v =V =V, G =G =G and G =E/2(1 +v),
. x y xy yx yz Xl z xy
the rigidities Dij for a transversely isotropic plate are obtained from Eq. (5) as
I-vD ll =D22=D, D 12=vD, D 66=-2-D, D44=D55=Dz' (24)
where
Eh 3 Gh3D- , D=_Z_.
12( 1- 0) Z 12
Then, by use of Eq. (24), coefficients Q; in Eq. (4) become the following simple forms:
1 32 16
at =a3=- 21 D, a2=2a l' a4=aS= 5h2 Dz, a6=a7=aS= 105 D,
(25)
(31)
(29)
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and
2 2 2 2 2L1=V V (alOV -a4)[(a 1a 9+a 6 )V -a4(a l-2a 6 -a 9)], L2=(a9+alO)V2-2a4'
L
3
=V 2(a
l
V 2+a4), L4=V 2(a 10V 2-a4), LS=V 2(a6V 2+a4), L6=(a9\72-a4 )(alQ\72_a4),
L
7
=\7 2{ [al(a9+alO)+a~] V 2\72_ a4(2a 1- 2a6-ag-ala) V2-a~}, L8=\7 2(a6\7 2+a4)(a IO \72_a4). (28)
Substitution of Eq. (27) into Eq. (10) gives cofactorsM .. and from Eq. (9), we then have
IJ
w=(a lOV 2-a4-m3g~ )(a9V 2-a4-m3g~ )4>,
V'x= :x (aiDV 2-a4-m3g~ )(a6V 2+a4-ms ~~ "
- a ( t'7 2_ _ a2 )( t'72 - a2 ,1/1. -- a lO v a4 m3- a6 v +a4 ms- ,y y af af
where the potential function ¢ must satisfy the following non-homogeneous differential equation
obtained from Eq. (13) withEq. (28):
(aiDV 2-a4-m3g~ ){v 2V2[(a la9+a~)V2-ai a l-2a6-ag)] +[(m~-m3m7)v2+mlm3]g~
-[(alm3+2a6mS-a9m7)V2V2+(a4m3+2a4mS+a4m7+a9ml)V2-a4ml] ~~ }4>=-q. (30)
These two equations (29) and (30) contain the common differential operator a
lO
\72_a4 -m3a
2/af,
and thus this common operator must be factored out to obtain the complete solution. After factoring out
the common differential operator, substituting a. of Eq. (26) and m. of Eq. (8) into the resulting
I ,
equations and then letting tP=(alag+a~)l/J/D=-(4/525)Dl/Jyield the first type of solutions:
w=85 (V 2 168Dz 17ph3 a2 )ep,
17Dh 2 204D af
11' =20~(V2+ 42Dz _ ph3 L)4>
x ax Dh2 12D af '
lJf.=20~(V2+ 42Dz _ ph3 L)4>
y ay Dh2 12D af '
where the potential function 4> is determined from the following first fundamental equation of sixth-
order:
\72\72("'1 2 840Dz )et>+ p2h6 (_I_V2_~ )a4 cI>
Dh2 D 2 144 12h2 ar
_ ph3 [..!..-V 2V2 5(17D+14D) V2+ 840DzIa2et> =!L.
D 6 Dh2 Dh4 af D (32)
The Reddy's plate equation is essentially the eighth-order differential equation as seen in Eq. (13), so
that we must next seek another solution. Introducing a new potential function 'P as
alP alP
w=O, V'x= ay' V'y=- ax ' (33)
and then substituting these into Eq. (2) with the differential operators of Eq. (27), the first equation with
(34)
(36)
(35)
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q=O is automatically satisfied. And then, from the second and third equations, the following second
fundamental equation of second-order is obtained:
a2 'l'(a IOV 2-a4) 'l'-m3--=O.af
This homogeneous differential equation may be rearranged to be
[
2 336D ] P a2'l'
V . 17(l-V)~h2 lJf=cat'- ·
Therefore, the complete solutions are given by use of two potential functions l1J and tp as
w=85 (V 2 168Dz 17ph3 a2 )ep
17Dh2 204D af '
=20~(V2+ 42Dz _ ph3 L)C1>+ a'I'
lfIx ax Dh2 12D at'- ay ,
=20~ (V 2+ 42Dz _ ph3 L)t1>- a'I' .
lfI.v ay Dh2 12D at'- ax
4. Wave Equation for Isot'ropic Plates
In the case of an isotropic plate, from Eq. (25), we have
G - E , D = 1-v D (37)
z 2(I+v) z 2
and then the expressions for w~ 1/1, and lff in Eq. (36) are reduced to
x y
W=85[V2 84(I-v) 17ph3 a2 ]4>
17h2 204D af '
=20~[V2+21(I-V) ph3 a2 ]ep+a'l'
lfIx ax h2 12D at'- ay ,
=20~[V2+21(I-V) ph3 a2 ]t1>-alJf. (38)
lfIy ay h2 12D at'- ax
At the same time, we obtain the following two fundamental equations for the two potential functions l1J
and 'I' from Eqs. (32) and (35), respectively:
V2V2[V 2 420( I-v) jC1>+ p2h6 (_I_V2_~ )a4tl>
h2 D 2 144 12h2 at
_ph3 [~V2V2 85+35(I-v) \72+ 420(I-v) ja 2tl>=.!L (39)
D 6 h2 'h4 af D
and
(40)
5. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, the differential operator method is applied to the coupled governing equations of
motion for the Reddy plate based on the third-order shear deformable plate theory. The governing
equations for the orthotropic plate are transformed into the uncoupled eight-order differential equation
on the potential function. For the case of transversely isotropic and isotropic plates, the eight-order
differential equation obtained is further resolved into two independent equations, Le. one is a second-
order differential equation and the other is sixth-order one.
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